
General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars

Hidden Treasure

 

From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many 
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These 
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for 
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.

 

The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have 
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great 
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it 
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s 
presentation of the Dharma. 

 

How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the 
first thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then 
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma. 
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we 
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative 
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those 
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation 
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.  

 

Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt 
and rubble to find the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes 
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought 
to Buddhism, confusion which can be reflected in the texts themselves. With brilliant 
flashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have 
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape. 

 

Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and 
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and 
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching 
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of 
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the 
fire of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and 
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to 
disagree.

 

We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider 
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you find here will inspire, stimulate, 
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more 
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.


Sangharakshita’s Literary Executors and the Adhisthana Dharma Team

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/order-members
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/becoming-friend
https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/stories/ethical-issues/unhelpful-attitudes-and-ideas/
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SANGHARAKSHITA IN SEMINAR 

 

�THE DUTIES OF BROTHERHOOD IN ISLAM” 

 

CONTENTS 

 

 

 

1Why this text was chosen for a seminar 

2Buddhist texts dealing specifically with friendship? 

Background reading on Islam? 

2-3The Sunnis and the Shi'as    The Imams    

The Ayatollahs 

4The eight Duties of Brotherhood 

4-5Marriage versus friendship 

5'Mits' Nepalese blood brothers 

6The First Duty of Brotherhood - The material duty 

7A Hadith - a saying attributed to Muhammad 

7-12Friends engaged in a common enterprise 

8-9Only a human being can make a promise or a contract 

9An abandonment of possessiveness and selfishness 

10Violence within the nuclear family 

11-12Comparing the nuclear family and the extended family 

12The importance of having a common aim 

12-13The three degrees of the first duty 

i)Not waiting for someone to ask (one to give) - placing your brother on the footing of a slave 

13ii)Placing your brother on the same footing as yourself 

14iii)Preferring your brother to yourself 

15-18Sufi fraternities and the Sufis in general 

18-19How far back does one go to encounter one's real roots? 

Marriage and celibacy in Sufism.   

19Sex and spirituality in Sufism not in conflict 

20Living in communities away from the family but still being in the family 

20-22Various illustrative examples from the text 

22The seven levels of meaning in Christianity and the Bible 

The Christian God laughing his enemies to scorn 
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23Brothers/friends are co-owners of each other's worldly goods 

24The positive concept of slavery in Islam.  Concepts of slavery in the West, and among the Ancient Greeks 

24-29Real freedom and real slavery  The slave of god 

26Importing understandings of terms from one tradition to another and creating confusion 

29Illustrations to show the importance of sharing and giving 

Putting the brother before oneself 

29-35Giving to one's brother rather than to the poor.  Showing the importance and value of cultivating brotherhood 

36Christian views of Muhammad 

37Taking every opportunity to observe the duties of brotherhood 

38More individualism and possessiveness in modern Western (English) society? 

40General Islam - Prophets before Muhammad but not after 

41Buddhism coming into contact with communism 

41-44Next Session.   Chapter Two  The Second Duty - rendering 'personal aid' to the satisfaction of needs 

44Giving one's brother the benefit of the doubt 

45No exchange or bargaining in friendship 

No tradition of thanking people in India 

47Reasonable and unreasonable demands 

48Do not estrange even your enemies 

49Breaches of human solidarity 

Attending to the needs of one's brother's dependants 

51Responsibility to one's parents when they are older 

52Thinking seriously before taking on extra responsibilities which may conflict with responsibilities as an Order member 

53Giving preference over oneself to one's brother's need 

54-55Brothers being even dearer than the family 

56Angels in Islam 

57'If they are sick, visit them, if they are busy, help them, if they have forgotten remind them.' 

58Making the most of the situation in hand 

59A brother without need? 

60Greeting someone 

61Sharing happiness, food 

63A little about angels 

Next Session - speech 

Disruptive gossiping during lectures in India 

64Chapter Three - The Third Duty - the tongue 

65Concealing people's faults rather than revealing them 

65-66Not disputing or arguing 
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66Starting conversations at inappropriate times or on inappropriate matters (or both!) 

67Even telling lies if questioned inappropriately 

68Breaching confidentiality 

69Separate womens's quarters in the Muslim household 

69-70Being able to chastise the children of others 

70-71Not passing on criticisms and passing on praise 

Expressing thanks more often 

'Promote good and prevent evil' in the Muslim context 

Burning people at the stake out of one's love for them (in Christianity)! 

72Feasting on people's misdeeds in Sunday (and other) newspapers - why? 

72-74Condemning other's faults whilst ignoring our own 

75Freud and the inhibition of the sexual impulse 

75-77Reducing everything to economic and historical forces 

76Artistic genius 

77Next Session 

Keeping in mind the good qualities of one's brother 

78The believer tries to find excuses for others 

Giving people the benefit of the doubt 

80The god of judgement and forgiveness 

Concealing the good and revealing the bad 

81-87The curse of egalitarianism 

82Treating people as non-individuals    -   Feminism 

86Seeing others as sex objects 

87Being wilfully stupid and not wanting to think clearly and logically and intelligently 

88The sexual relationship as mutual exploitation 

89-91Inevitable sexual 'hanky-panky' in mixed sex situations 

91More text.  Rationalisation 

92Unquestioning acceptance of pseudo-liberal ideology! 

93Male terminology in books and readings 

94Why are there more women than men on mixed retreats? 

95Feminism as the near enemy of the spiritual life? 

96Inferring the state of horizontal relationships from vertical relationships and vice-versa 

97Giving up suspicions  

97Forgetfulness 

97-102Suspicion and giving the benefit of the doubt 

100-101The word imagination used in a negative sense in Johnson's writings 
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103Concealing and overlooking (deliberately) the faults of one's brother 

104-106Giving preference to one's brother over oneself 

107What is the Inner? 

Experiencing one's rancour in isolation 

108Being put off Islam or Buddhism by those not being able to practise whilst claiming to 

The Jewish Torah 

110Is lying permissible under any circumstances in Buddhism? 

A hierarchy among the silas/precepts 

111Living together without disharmony 

112Public behaviour and private behaviour 

113Victorian values and male friendships 

115Did the Buddha have a 'private' life? 

Assuming familiarity when it doesn't exist 

116Tibetans posing for photographs in their best clothes 

117-119Formality and reactions to it 

118-119Formal modes of greeting 

120Honesty and openness as a principle 

121Instances when confidentiality cannot be kept 

The duty to 'the church' versus the duty to society 

122Lying in court 

123Not placing oneself in open conflict with society, if possible 

125Breaking laws with which one is in moral disagreement 

Mahatma Gandhi's legacy of disrespect for the law 

126The constitution of a country and its laws 

127The partition of India and end of British rule 

128-131The ability to keep a secret 

131Quotes from the texts about secrets 

132-134Being selective in telling and accepting secrets 

134The observance of silence 

134-135Giving away secrets when losing self control - through anger, contentment, greed or desire. 

136Slander 

137-144Unnecessary contention/dispute 

139Being very careful about making enemies 

140Expression of emotion as opposed to indulgence in negative emotion 

141-143Not mocking one's brother - ridicule 

143Showing a cheerful face around the Centre 
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A lack of trust and co-operativeness 

144Bhante's experience of husbands and wives 

145Co-operativeness as an aspect of individuality 

General comments from the study of this chapter - the individual and the state 

146The danger of loyalty to a particular political party 

147Simplistic views and assumptions about government/authority 

148Political slogans and caricaturing attitudes in the FWBO? 

148-149Resorting to extreme statements in politics 

149-150Nuclear weapons and nuclear disarmament 

Being clear about ends but open to different means to that end 

152The United States and the Soviet Union's quest for world domination 

154Chapter Four    Expressing affection 

156-157The mutual communication of love enhancing the feeling 

157Seeing the Eightfold Path as a circle 

158Calling one's friend by his favourite names 

160Names for different castes in the Hindu system 

Not to abbreviate Order Members' names 

162Praising good qualities 

163Expressing thanks 

163-167Defending a brother verbally in his absence 

165-169What is self-respect?   Respect and being respect worthy 

169The angel (again) 

170Editing of articles in Shabda 

171Fidelity 

172Co-operativeness and harmony 

The benefits of conformity as opposed to non-conformity 

173'The powers that be', 'the party line' 

174'A polyphonic spiritual community' 

Finding something to rebel against in the FWBO 

175Sharing your knowledge with your brother 

Not questioning someone's motives in public 

176Bringing things in the Order and the FWBO to Bhante's notice 

177The spiritual community and spiritual friend as a mirror 

178Hating hatred 

180Not to remind people of their faults if they are already well aware of them 

182The ideal attitude towards friendly criticism 
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183Sacrificing so much for so little 

Not constantly reminding each other of one's duties to each other 

184Different ideas of 'leadership' 

185Next Session   Chapter Five  The forgiveness of mistakes and failings 

186-189Not questioning someone's integrity 

189An element of coercion in Mahatma Gandhi's fasting? 

189-190Being careful/mindful when going into town! 

190-193A brother's love persisting despite an offence 

191Still having to experience the consequences of actions even if they have been repented 

194Aristotle - friendship between the vicious or between the virtuous 

195-197Keeping in contact with out of touch or resigned Order members/brothers 

195-196Hiri and Ottapa - shame 

198The irreversibility of the brotherhood relationship 

200In Buddhism a person consists of his actions 

200The extreme penalty in traditional Buddhism for a bhikkhu 

201-203Al-Ghazali wavering between two definitions of brotherhood 

202Seeing a person as the sum total of his actions 

202-203Unconditional love on the psychological and metaphysical level 

203The fourth stage of the Mettā Bhāvanā 

205Restoration of brotherhood 

Devadatta in the Theravada and the Mahayana 

205-206Hell in Buddhism 

206Enlightenment is not inevitable 

The misleading and mischievous nature of the Mahayana-type language of 'potentiality' (We are all potentially Buddhas, etc.) 

207The White Lotus Sutra's cosmic context 

The importance of the initial contact with the Dharma 

208Avoiding brotherhood or Kalyana Mitrata 

208-209Slander 

209-210Not withdrawing from the contract of brotherhood 

210Errors in religion and errors in carrying out the duties of brotherhood 

211Tolerating three things with one's brother 

212People dying without difference being resolved 

213Becoming over concerned with being in the right 

213-214A sort of angry energy in Islam - the containment rather than the abolition of anger 

215Not just accepting one's brother's blemishes 

216-217Killing one's enemy when in a state of mortal sin, so as to send him to hell (in the Christian Middle Ages) 
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217Islam seeming to come from Muhammad rather than through him 

218Violence in Islam 

219The questionability of attributing cultural achievements to a particular religion  

220Next Session - Chapter Six - The sixth duty - to pray for one's brother 

220-221The whole chapter is read 

221Three points in the chapter:  

Prayer is an expression of brotherhood 

Helping the dead 

Can the dead be helped by Prayer? 

222Is prayer efficacious? 

The universality of telepathy? 

223Mettā Bhāvanā not just being for one's own subjective good but for the objective good of the person(s) to whom it is directed 

224Experimenting with the Mettā Bhāvanā 

224-225The significance of fidelity 

225-227Keeping in touch after death    Mettā for the dead 

225Penelope and Ulysses 

226The practice of recollection 

Including deceased Order members in the Order Mettā Bhāvanā 

227Absence or separation as a test 

228"To die and be reborn isn't such a big deal really"  

229Being selective about what you think about and put yourself in contact with 

Multiple personality     Schizophrenia 

Reading biographies 

230Why read about a pop star or murderer when you can read about a Bodhisattva?! 

231Making a choice in the bardo 

The demands of the physical body 

Bhante's typical breakfast in Kalimpong compared with Hampstead 

232The Seventh Duty - Chapter Seven 

233The morbidity of keeping a memory alive   Why mourn? 

234The preference of cremation to burial 

Avoiding thinking of the dead body as the person himself 

235-237What is a ghost?  How long does a ghost or subtle body last? 

 

237What is matter? 

238Maintaining continuity of consciousness after the physical body disappears 

239Taking responsibility for one's brother's dependants after his death 
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240Brothers can be a positive distraction 

241No room for envy in brotherhood 

242Muditā - sympathetic joy 

242-244Position and authority changes people 

242-245Opposition out of loyalty 

246Being wary of separation in brotherhood 

247-248Taking initiative in friendship 

249Giving one's friend the benefit of the doubt 

249-250Choosing the lesser of a number of evils 

251Proceeding in life by guesswork 

Islam and Buddhism as spiritual paths 

253Being careful of translating terms from one tradition to another 

Milton's Paradise Lost 

254The difference between the musical and the poetic experience 

'Suspension of disbelief' when in contact with visual art/poetry/music following Christian themes 

255Next Session   Chapter Eight - the eighth duty - relief from discomfort and inconvenience 

256Not obliging one's brother to be formally polite to you 

257-258The positive use of the word 'condescending' 

258Being made to feel uncomfortable in someone's presence 

259-262Being able to not constrain oneself in another's presence 

262'Piety' and 'sin'  

262-265The enlightened understanding one's heart not necessarily looking at one's external behaviour 

265Mr. Chen and the farting Karmapa! 

Observing your duties rather than expecting your rights 

266The philosopher king 

267One's duty to be a friend rather than one's right to have friends 

268-269Seeing one's own spiritual development as altruistic, not selfish 

270Being aware of the body     Massage 

271Sex therapy 

272Healing by hypnosis 

Acupuncture 

273-274Suspicious practitioners of 'alternative medicine' 

275Keeping up fellowship for many years without discord 

276Co-operativeness 

277-278Eating, going to the toilet, praying, and sleeping in your brother's house/ spiritual community 

Being open about your sexual activities with your brothers 
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279Inside mosques 

280Seeing greater merit in the brother than in oneself 

281-282Going to the toilet in India 

283Consulting one's brothers over all plans 

283-284Not keeping secrets from one's brother 

285Men and women being separate from each other in Islamic and other traditional societies 

285-286Western women and Eastern women and their interaction with men 

The self-esteem of women in the East 

287Rape   A difficulty for women to feel they have any real existence apart from men? 

288Intense lesbian relationships 

289Sexually provocative behaviour (even if unconscious) on retreats or in Centres 

Next session 

290-291The Duties of Brotherhood by seeing, hearing and speaking, using the hands 

292Is there any concept of human or spiritual development in Islam or in Sufism? 

The Islamic cube and the Buddhist stupa 

293The pilgrimages to Mecca becoming incorporated into Islam 

The three main symbols of the three main universal religions 

294Comparing the Christian cross with Buddhist symbols 

The cross and the crucifixion imagery 

Islam as an ethnic religion with universal features. 

Islam and Sufism 

295Nose picking 

296-297Not telling stories, talking about one's children/girlfriend, reading one's own poetry etc., to one's brother 

Poetry in Shabda! 

297-298Adorning oneself    Make-up 

298-299Letting one's relatives know what one earns financially 

299-300Keeping children in order only by love and reason? 

300Being wary of rulers 

301Fair weather friends 

302How to behave with kings and if with the mob 

302-303Jesting and frivolity.  Jocularity 

304General comments about Islam 

The impossibility of being a Muslim on your own 

306Why Islam has not spread in Britain 

The two great declarations of Islam 

307-308How Buddhism can succeed on a wide scale without betraying its essential principles 
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308The possibility of New Zealand becoming a Buddhist country 

309-310Extending into Hackney, East London   Working with single parents 

311-312The creation of a Buddhist neighbourhood in Bethnal Green 

313A proper proportion - One Order Member to ten Mitras to 100 Friends 

314Competition to lead classes 

315The 'unnatural' situation of Muslims living under non-Muslim rule 

Hindu-Muslim antagonism in India 

316Buddhist-Muslim friendliness in India 

316-317Arrogance, aggressiveness and violence in Islam 

318Is monotheism inherently intolerant 

319-320The spread of Islam by the sword 

Christianity and the Old and New Testaments 

321More possibilities now (1985) of people embracing Islam 

321-324Buddhism is not the religion to join in terms of success and popularity (compared with Islam - or Marxism!) 

Is Buddhism succeeding in America? 

321-322Trungpa moving from America to Canada 

323The beauty of Islamic architecture 

324Using imported Buddhist symbols in Western Buddhist Centres 

325The Windhorse and Pegasus 

What is monotheism in Islam? 

327-328Does one tolerate the intolerant? 

328Conversions to Islam in India and its repercussions 

328-329Answering questions about Islam in Buddhist classes 

329Where might the FWBO encounter Islam as a danger in the West? 

 


